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NEBRASKA LAW REVIEW

Passed to control sexual indecencies toward young children,4 the
amendment supplemented an earlier statute which guarded the morals
and persons of minors by forbidding the solicitation of such youngsters or the communication to them of any venereal disease. The old
law failed to guard adequately against sexual perverts who preyed
upon the young. The amendment dovetails with the Nebraska sex
psychopath law6 in that it calls for compusory psychiatric examination with hospitalization upon a finding of psychosis. However, such
examination is given only after commission of a second offense, differing in this respect from the sex psychopath act.
Nebraska's sex psychopath law, passed in 1949,7 was the first
attempt of the legislature to combat the sex crime dilemma.8 The law
vests authority in the county attorney to institute proceedings against
anyone whose sexual conduct shows good cause for judicial inquiry
into his mental condition. The petition for such inquiry is filed in the
district court of the county of the accused's residence, and the accused
is examined by two licensed physicians, each with at least two years
special training in mental diseases.
The accussed has the right counsel, and to issue subpoenas for
witnesses to testify in his behalf. The doctors must submit their findings at least ten days prior to the hearing, and must appear and testify
at the hearing, where they are subject to cross-examination. The
jury, which can be waived by the accused, then renders its verdict,
and if the accused is found to be a psychopathic personality, he is committed to one of the state mental hospitals for treatment until fit for
discharge. If never fit for discharge, the patient may be institutionalized for life.
Whether it is wise to give such free rein to the county attorney or
his informers has been questioned.9 It is feared that such discretionary
powers might allow the attorney to hail almost anyone into court for
psychiatric examination, on very little evidence. It might be wise to
place a check on the attorney, except in cases of actual overt acts,
such as those the new act was enacted to cover, for even though
psychiatric examination would undoubtedly determine the mental
condition of the accused, such an examination might well ruin an
otherwise spotless reputation. Yet, if the county attorney's power were
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removed, a sex-motivated murder might be the first of a series of
deviant acts to come to the attention of the courts. This important
issue has not yet been brought before the Nebraska Supreme Court.10
An understanding of the type of criminal who sexually attacks the
young is necessary to fully appreciate advantages of examination after
the first act. Legislative intent" behind the Nebraska statutory definition 2 indicates that a standard medical definition of psychopath should
be used. Medicine defines the psychopath as one who ".... insists upon
gratification of his impulses without thought of the appropriateness
of time or place; he has no consideration for others and will not understand the need for, or obey, social conventions .... One of the basic
characteristics of the psychopath is the inability to achieve a goal ....
Other basic psychological characteristics in the psychopath are his
outstanding egotism, impulsiveness, resistance to discipline and training and an appalling lack of sentiment and gratitude.... Added to this
is a lack of insight into his own difficulties and a strong tendency to
project blame for his troubles to others."' 3 He cannot learn by experience 4 and is incapable of experiencing ordinary emotion. 5 Unlike
the legally insane, psychopaths know the difference between right
and wrong, but even knowing they are doing wrong, they are compelled to do so. 16 Of course, sexual psychopaths are but one group;
there are many other psychopathic types. 7
It should be borne in mind that all sex offenders are not psychopathic. Neurotic individuals, while neither insane nor psychopathic,
often vent their spleen by committing sex crimes, and can be quite
dangerous. 8 However, neurotics are able to live in society and are
rarely hospitalized. Most people have neurotic symptoms.19 The chief
difference between the psychopaths and neurotics is that the abnormality of the psychopath is turned in on his own self, manifesting
itself in symptoms of which the patient is aware, and of which he
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ward behavior, which is observable by others, although the patient
21
may be wholly or partially unaware of it.
The pedophile, whose sexual perversions are perpetrated exclusively on young children, 22 was undoubtedly the major offender whom
the legislature intended to curb, 23 but the other types of sex perverts
24
also attack the young.
Pedophiles, homosexuals, exhibitionists, rapists-all who are threats
to the well-being of youth-can change the entire course of the lives
of the victims of their attacks. Children are impressionable throughout
their youth, and often one sexual occurrence can warp their attitudes
and influence their future behavior. 25 Thus it can be seen what a
menace to youth these criminals really are.
There is a diversity of opinion as to whether a psychopath can be
cured. Many regard such people rarely curable, and then only by long
periods of therapy. 26 Ordinarily, the true psychopath will not seek a
cure on his own volition.2 7 Regardless of whether or not sexual
psychopaths are curable, they can be a definite menace to society if
unconfined. If they can be cured, psychopaths should be examined
and institutionalized for treatment. If not, they should be removed
from access to society. In any case, psychiatric examination is the
only way these serious sex criminals can be recognized, 28 recognition
of course being a prerequisite to disposition of their cases. Such exam29
ination in sex offenses should be compulsory everywhere.
If, as the new statute provides, the sexual deviate is not examined
until after his second offense, society is in effect actually aiding and
abetting the criminal. After the first offense, the offender is either
incarcerated in prison or released to go back into society. If he is
released, he may continue his perverted conduct, while if he is imprisoned, there is a grave danger of his affliction becoming worse.30
21
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Oscar Wilde's famed "Ballad of Reading Goal," is an excellent firsthand report of the evil perversions of prison life.
The vilest deeds, like prison weeds
Bloom well in prison air;
It is only what is good in man
That wastes and withers there.
It is also quite expensive to keep the offender in prison, where
there is little chance of rehabilitation, even if it is attempted.: It
is generally agreed among psychiatrists that psychopaths are not deterrable by punishment, 32 and thus there is no real utility in imprisoning such offenders except to isolate them from potential victims. A
sex criminal, having served his sentence, must once more venture
out into the world, and one who has been exposed to the sexual aberrations of prison life is potentially more dangerous after incarceration
than before.
Little comfort can be gained from confining sex offenders to prison,
as approximately 95 percent of all criminal law violators, including
"lifers," return to society in a little more than eight years after sentencing, and the great majority of those imprisoned for the lesser criminal
33
offenses return after two years or less
While it is true that most sex criminals are not prone to repeat
their crime, 34 and that those who do repeat generally do not increase
the gravity of the offense, 35 nevertheless, pedophiles and exhibitionists are given to recurring criminal acts, 36 as are homosexuals, the
group usually most severely affected by prison life.37 Once these
deviates develop a method of satisfaction for their sex drives, they
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If, on the other hand, sexual offenders were examined after their
first offense, the problem of recurring crime could be eliminated. Nebraska law calls for examination by two experienced physicians with
at least two years of psychiatric study.40 These practitioners could
determine, with more than adequate certainty,41 the mental state of
the prisoner. If they should find him to be psychopathic, he should
be institutionalized for treatment, under any theory of the sex psychopath laws. 42 If found not to be a sexual deviate, the prisoner could
be sentenced. In either case, society has benefited from his immediate
examination, for if he should be a pervert, he would not be imprisoned
and then released, without rehabilitation, to attack again. His perversions would be discovered upon examination, and therapy could be
provided.
This holds true even though rehabilitation is not the basic aim
of the criminal law, punishment being such aim,43 for psychopaths
are not affected by punishment. 44 However, detention can be as confining and thus unpleasant as imprisonment, so little punishment
would be sacrificed.
A myriad of practical problems are raised by the theory that sex
offenders should be hospitalized rather than imprisoned. Questions
arise as to facilities for treatment, chances of effecting a cure, the
prevalence of such crimes within the state, due process of law, and
others of lesser import. At the present time, Nebraska has three large
mental hospitals-at Hastings, Lincoln, and Norfolk-and Hastings
alone has physical facilities to handle all the mentally ill in the state.45
However, all three hospitals lack experienced staff members, and the
only solution seen for this problem is increased salaries and more
doctors. 40 Sex crimes within the United States generally, and Nebraska
specifically, show little increase in recent years, contrary to the glut
of recent publicity. 47 In light of this, it is felt that Nebraska's hospitals could undoubtedly handle all the sex deviates committed for
many years to come,48 if staffs are increased.
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